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This is the LOBO's last week
of publiclltion for the fall
semester.

Tue_sday, November 29, 1977
.'

. LO.B·O: Throli9hthe Change of Life
By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO News Editor
In 1938, only 13 per cent of the
women surveyed by the LOBO
believed in kissing on the first
9-)..
date. By 1958, 53 per cent pf the
wpmen had been converted· to the
--~\.~ ...
faith. "Twenty years from now,
'3\\lV""
virtually all coeds will be
· ~~"'!:
~.,. ...-..ct_:_.
'believers' if the present rate of c:.. • ~ll- ~ ).t:;J
increase continues," the 1958 · J
...,.,1«p
~~.
~~
~~
The rate of increase continued.
-~
'o;'
In fact, it has probably gone
farther than most students of that
""').. .
generation ·dreamed possible.
yvNow, just less than 40 years later,
"0 •
32 per cent of UNM women and
57 per cent of the men believe
sexual intercourse on the first
encounter is right.
The 1938. story, written by Helen
Looney, and the 1958 story,
written by Fritz Thompson, both
~ --c~
surveyed "coeds" only. In the
1938 survey, 95 women were
queried, in 1958, 100.
To .keep up with the times, the
~)..
LOBO increased the number
surveyed to_ 500 students and
included males in the results.
The women of 1938 preferred 1958. Now, about 70 per cent of
men who used the gentle ap- the females and 40 per cent of the
,proach as opposed to "cave man males prefer· the subtle approach ·
tactics.'' The gentle approach to laying jt on the line.
was rhosen by 79 per cent . in ~n the area of extramarital sex,

get a husband,
Money was also dealt with in the
survey. In 1938, 26 per cent said.
money was a factor in picking a
mate, in 1958, 12 per cent considered money in their choice.
·Thirty-two per cent of the women
in 1958 preferred fraternity men, '
while in 1938, 42 per cent had if
for Greeks. One respondant said
she collected fraternity pins in
1938. By 1958 that had increased
to three respondants.
.Dating more than one man w~s
acceptable to 75 per cent of the
women in 1938. In 1958, 82 per
cent approved of "keeping more
than one boy on the hook.''
The LOBO added some questions
this year than were not dealt with
in the previous surveys, such
whether the respondent prefers
persons of the same sex or the
opposite sex. These questions are
dealt with in detail in the graphs
The survey was conducted
between Nov. 10 and Nov. 20, in
the New Mexico Union, the UNM
School of Law, Mitchell Hall,
and the library.
'
If the changes in attitudes toward
sex during the past 20 years are
indicicative of the degree of
change in store for the future, it
will be exceptionally interesting
to sec the changes in 1998.
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''if you don't get caught.
Finally, .2 per cent of the men
said extramarital sex is all right
. for the 'man but not for the
woman. None of the women felt
that way. Nor· did any of the
··women answer that extramarital
sex is all right for the woman but
not for the man.
Some of the questions asked of
the 1938 and 1958 respondents
were not asked of those surveyed
in 1977 .. Twelve per cent in 1938
and four per~cent in 1958 said
they attended the University to

_,. \:,

"tOl-

two per cent were in favor of it in
1938, five per cent in 1958.
In 1977, 40.8 per cent of the
womrn arid 33.7 per cent of the
men were ·in favor of it if both
husband and . wife agreed
beforehand. Also in favor were 3
per cent of the women and 1 S per
cent of the men who answered

-Sex: How it.Adds ,up
Question~1

_Question2

1. Having intercourse as a onGnight stand is good:

Question3

Question 4

' .

Question 5

4. Sex for me is:

3. Couples should have sex:

2. I like man woman who
make sexual advances which

'

5. Extramarital sex is:

..

63.5

50.11

38.5

52.9
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A B C D

Students overwhelmingly opted for
The most popular response to this B. Subtle with 63.5 per cent and
cent preferred A. Direct. ·
question is C. Occasionally with 50 30.8
per cent, followed by. D. Never with
33.3 per cent. B. Hardly ever
7.1 prefer:
received 9;4 per cent and A .. Often
came in last with 6.8 oer cent.

stion 7

Question 6

ANSW&R
'A. On the first encounter if they
feel like it, lead with 52.9 per cent,
followed by C. Wait until they
know they are serious about each
other, 7 per cent. chose D. After
marriage, and 5.8 per cent chose B,
at At least wait a week.

QuestionS

8. The person I have sex with:

8. Would you engage in group
sax:

·50.2

I·

The largest number chose B. A
statement of love for someone, as
well as pleasure. This was followed
closely by C. a commitn;tent to be
loyal to one person, as well as
pleasure and a statement of love,
with 32.8 per cent. 5.2 per cent
answered A. For pleasure only, and
D. For reproduction only, was
chosen by 1.2 per cent. -

Question 9
9. Se-xual satisfaction is
necessary to make sex enfor me:

ANSW~R

A. Always wrong leads with 40.2
per cent, followed by 37.9 per cent
for B. All right as long as both the
husband and wife consent to look
elsewhere. 9.8 per cent chose C. All
right if you don't get caught . .4 per
cent chose D., All right for the
husband but not for the wife, and
.2 per cent chose E., All right for
the wife but not for the husband.

Question 10
10. I plan to gat married (or have
mslrrittd):

..

'I

i·

%

z

A B
·50.2' per cem ·
chose B., Has made no commitment to have sex with me only.
44.3 per cent answered A., Must
have sex with me only.

A

B

c

A. Persons of the same
sex received 90.2 per cent, followed
By C. Both with 8.9 per cent. B.
Persons of the same sex received .8
per cent.

A

B

c

60.2 per cent answered B.
number 22.9 per cent answered C.
Not sure; and A. Yes was chosen by
15.4 per cent.

ABCD~fG
2.4

B

,Z

C·

oO.I per cent chose B.
Sometimes, followed by A Always
with 33.9 per cent C. Never, was
chosen by 2.9 per cent

·~

'

1 he

most popular age for marriage
is 26 to 29. The answers were: A.
Before 18,.2.2 per cent B. At 18,4:4
per cent C. I 9, 2.4 per cent D. 2022, 16.0 per cent E. 23-25,24.6 per
cent F. 26-29, 24.6 per cent G. 30 or
over, 6.2 per cent H. Never 12.3
per Cent
(COOt, Dl, page 3}
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U.S. Honors Arab Invitation.

WASHINGTON (UPI) 1 '"' Administration officials said
z6 Monday the United States will send
0 a representative to Cairo for Middle
-g East peace talks organized by
-1 Egypt, but a formal announcement
b of the decision will be delayed until
'<ii
o
today.
o
Sources said it had not been
decided who would make the trip,

·5

but it was known the American
representative - for reasons of
protocol - will not outrank the
two men Israel is sending to the
conference.
OTficials said that although a
decision had been made to attend
the Cairo session, formal announcement was delayed so the ·
matter could be discussed with

:E

Frame and Art Market
Grand Openinq!
•
•
•
•

ready made frames
custom framing
metal section frames
pre-cut mats and
mat boards

• art supplies
• original hand painted
oils and water colors
' fine prints

20% off

15% off

Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 10-5:30

3021-3023 Central Ave. NE

other parties involved in the Middle
East situation.
Some officials said the United
States probably
would be
represented by Undersecretary of
State Philip Habib or Alfred
Atherton, assistant secretary of
state for theNear East and South
Asia.
But other officials said no final
decision has been made on who the
representatives will be.
Another undecided question is
whether the American representative will travel to Syria, Jordan
and Saudi Arabia after the Cairo
summit.·
Carter said the United States is in
touch with aU other parties to the
Middle East talks, including Syria
and the Soviet Union.
Soviet Ambassador Anato!y
Dobrynin spent 40 minutes at the
State Dept. Monday with Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance, and Carter
said the Middle East was the
principal subject covered in the
meeting,

Survey Elicits Comments

"

Sen. McClellan
Dead.at81

Behi'nd the Classroom Door

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (VPI)- Sen, John L. McClellan, D-Ark., whose
relentless pursuit of organized crime in the 1950s and 1960s was instrumental in sending Teamster bosses James Hoffa and Dave Beck to
prison, died Sunday night. Be was 81.
McClellan's death came only one week after he formally announced he
would retire at the end of his present term in the Senate, where he was the
second-ranking member in seniority behind only Sen, James Eastland DMiss.
·
. •
Death apparently came while McC!ell.an was asleep in his Little Rock
appartment. His wife, Norma, said he failed to respond when she attempted to awaken him Monday morning.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Immanuel
Baptist Church in Little Rock.
McClellan, who was chairman of the Senate investigations subcommittee at the time he achieved national fame with investigations of
labor racketeering, was chaitman of the Senate Appropriations Committee
and ranking Democrat on the Judiciary Committee at his death.
He had been in failing health in recent months and had a pacemaker
implanted in 'his chest earlier this year.
Had he served to the end of his term, Jan. 3, 1978, he would have
completed a tenure surpassed by only four other senators in history.
McClellan served in the Senate 36 years and before that in the House four
·years.
·
He is survived by his wife and two daughters - Doris McClellan who
lives in Panama and Mrs. Mary Alice McDermott of Little Rock. He was
the father of three sons, all of whom preceded him in death'

(4 stores east of the Lobo Theatre)

Phone 268-1471

World New
Pot Laws CD1fz1SB Glaucoma VK;bin

FAT
HUMPHREv·s

TM

WICHITA, Kan. (UP!) - Ara
Cron, a 63-Year-old gray-haired
woman who has lost most of her
eyesight, cannot understand why
the federal government refuses to
allow people who are slowly going
blind to use marijuana.
"I'm certainly gofng to do
everything I can to 'work to legalize
marijuana for medical purposes,"
she said in a telephone interview
Sunday. "This should be available
,
to people if it;s I;Jelpful."
It may be too late for marijuana
treatment for Mrs. Cron, but she
would like to help others.
Glaucoma is a hereditary eye
disease in which fluid builds up in
the eye, putting pressure on. the
optic nerve until the victim
gradually goes blind.
Several studies have indicated
marijuana reduces the buildup of
fluid, preventing the disease· from
worsening.
Two federally authorized studies
are under way in an effort to take a
closer look at the disease, but the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) has barely begun hearings
on whether to recommend wideranging research to help other
victims, such as Mrs. Cron.
Early this year, Mrs. Cron'~'s

SUNG LASS HD'QTS

Ray-Bans, Photo~Chrome,
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polorized.

Casey Optical Co.
(nrrl dmn to ca.u•y Rl':talf lJrufZ

Lomas at Washington
255-6329

glaucoma took a turn for the worse.
One of the petition signers, Bob
She had severe headaches and Randall of Washington, is receiving
intense pain around her eyes. Her marijuana from the federal
vision grew worse each day.
government under a FDA. Her doctor suggested surgery, sponsored research project that
but Mr. Cron held back. Instead, allows Dr. John C. Merritt of
she asked the federal government in Howard University to study effects
April to let her use marijuana, of the drug on glaucoma,
joining 12 other glaucoma victims
Randall, who smokes "8 or 10
in petitioning Att. Gen. Griffin Bell joints a day," says it has relieved
to reclassify marijuana so his pain and helped him keep his
physicians can prescribe it for eyesight.
medical use.
Dr. Robert Hepler of the Jules
Stein eye institute' in Los Angeles,
also is researching marijuana
treatment for glaucoma with
support from the National Institute
on Drug Abuse.
No such help was available for
Mrs. Cron. In June, she underwent
surgery. The operation cost her part
SAN FRANCISCO (UP!) of her vision.
Sen. Harrison H. Schmitt, R-N.M.,
"I'm very resentful that I
said Monday the Senate sub- couldn't have the marijuana instead
committee on science, technology of the operation," she said. "There
and space will bold hearings soon are some days when I just can't
on disposal of nuclear waste, read verv well at all."
possibly by sending it on rockets far
Before her surgery, Mrs. Cron
out into space.
received an unmarked package in
Schmitt, a former astronaut now
the mail from someone who had
the ranking republican on the new
heard of her plight.
co·mmittee, told a meeting of the
"1 don't know if I should be
American Nuclear Society that the
Carter administration has fumbled telling you this," she said., '~but
the ball on energy and related the box was full of marijuana. I was
nuclear policies.
a little fearful to use it because I
He said the further development didn't know where it came from.
Of nuclear power is related to But my pressure was so high that I
·disposal of wastes "for which we tried it ... It was wonderful.
do not yet have a policy that is
either technically or politically
acceptable."

The Land
Of Nuclear
Garbage?·

COPIES
Overnight

MALE, 26 ~ It seems that too
MALE, 30 - I do not like · getting carried away.
sexual attitudes are really
many people use sex as a means of taboos.
MALE, 23 - Sex while en- significantly different from a
obtaining a feeling of being close to
MALE, 19 - Everyone is too joyable, is a serious r~sponsibility generation or two ago. It simply
a warm body.
uptight about sex,
and not to be treated lightlv.
seems to be more publicized.
MALE, 28 - I hope they (sexual
MALE, 32 - "Love is born of · MALE, 26 - Too much emattitudes) are better than the stupid faith, lives on hope, and dies of phasis is placed on sex in our
questionnaires about them.
charity."- Giocarlo Menotti.
society. Sex is no more important
FEMALE, 18 - Too many
FEMALE, 21 - I feel women
MALE, 19 - I think of sex as than hunger or good health. Why people· are afraid of still being
take all the responsibilities in sex food. You should appease your don't you do something wor- friends with a person they sleep
which is the main reason I feel it is appetitie and enjoy it. It only thwhile?
with. Just because a person makes
important for the woman to know becomes dirty when it's not con-·
love does it mean they must lose a
and like the man witb whom she sidered natural.
FEMALE, 23 - I don't think friend.
makes love,
FEMALE, 21 - I believe the
FEMALE, 20 - Men should statement "men use love to get sex,
learn how to understand female and women use sex to get love"
sexuality in a more total sense and holds true more than people wold
be more gentle.
like to admit.
TAOS CARDS
FEMALE, 20 - Surfacely it
FEMALE, 18 - Why did you
4605 Fourth Street N.W. • 345-2125
appears that people have free ideas write this to sound like everyone
but I feel that most still believe sex has had sex? ... I think it is OK for
ia a commitment to another person both persons to be virgins when
ADVENT CALENDARS
in some way.
they are married.
FEMALE, 20 - Men tend to
MALE, 44 - Whoever thought
A traditional way
believe that once a man has had sex this up doesn't know much about
to mark i'lw days to Christmas,
with a woman he either has to make people and life,
a commitment or never talk to the
MALE, 25 - (on sex) Not
woman again. That is BULLSHITI enough of it.
Christmas Cards: Southwestern, Traaitional
Women these days can handle sex
MALE, 22 - Sex shouldn't be a
Etchings• Personalized Service
better than men.
physical event.
MALE, 28 - The permissive
MALE
21 - If you can
society has contributed to a healthy get down before marriage, don't
mind and personality stability.
because it's addicting.
MALE, 35 - I feel both parties
FEMALE, 20 - Quit the game
have the freedom to express ·their playing! Women can get laid if they
sensuality and sexuality in an open w.ant to not just men.
honest manner without feelings of
FEMALE, 20- I believe you've
non-acceptance by others.
bias~d this survey. The choices are
presents
too limited. You'll probably get the
author, historian, educator
answers you want to hear but
they're not indicative of the at·
r·--·~'"
I:
.
.
titudes
toward
sex
that
e~tist at
.
11. I first had sexual inUNM.
• • •
~ercourse:
MALE, 22 - We have been
(cont. from pBge 1l
robbed of our sexuality by the
. Madison Ave. big businesses.
FEMALE, 22 I always
thought one-night stands would
decrease as I got older, but men
Community Living
seem to get more obnoxious toward
me if I don't and that's crappy.
.~
~orkshop
•
FEMALE, 23 - Peoples sexual
attitudes
change from day to day so
presented by John West a
by
tomorrow
half of the stuff
noted authority on
1~
circuled will be crap.
1
community life.
MALE,
21
(Sexual
Attitudes)
24.6
-~~/::._ ___:Li.tJ
basically suck. "Liberated" WOllltJ:!
0/ has often meant "easy" women.
-artistic
IO FEMALE, 20 - When a person
-agriculture
can have sex with anyone at nearly
-center city
any time with no feelings of guilt or
with a special lecture/Slide presentation
-senior citizens
even a desire to know the partner
"Women & Work: From
with whom they · have sex in-religious groups
ABCD~~G timately,
sex and the life around
Evolution To Revolution"
them
become
meaningless.
~N~W~R
•
8:00 pm Woodward Hall
FEMALE, 18 - I feel that the
1
Most
of
the
respondents ahd sexual
Learn: Why do it?
tickets: ~1.75 gen. public/75c students
intercourse before they were 16. A. male places too much emphasis on
sex.
It
seems
like
that's
all
they
take
tonight ot the door or
Before 16, 24.6 per cent B. 17, 17
a
female
out
for.
~
Ways
to
do
it
in odvo.nce o.t the SUB & Popejoy
1
per cent C. 18, 16.6 per cent D. 19,
MALE,
21
If
you're
going
to
Ho.ll
Box
Offices.o.nd o.ll Ticketmoster locotions'
pitfalls
6.9 per cent E. 20, 4.0 per cent F. 21
do
it,
do
it
right.
or over, 5.8 per cent G. I haven't
benefits
MALE, 24 - The fags are
yet 13.7 per cent
More than half of the persons we
surveyed responded to our invitation to comment on the sexual
attitudes of today. We could not
print all the ~omments, but tried to
select a representative sample.
What follows is a smattering of
comments from both sexes and
from a variety of ages.
FEMALE, 29 - I feel sex is a
natural biological, as well as
emotional need to b~ enjoyed not
'supressed,
FEMALE, 23 -Sexual attitudes
are too loose for me, I don't care
for such.
FEMALE,
23
The
fly-oy-night attitudes of today
leave both persons in the beginning
stages of what should be a very
beautiful time. They are too busy
"getting it on,"
MALE, 26 - People let their sex
drives control their emotions,
FEMALE, 22 Lots more
. people are freer today.
FEMALE, 21 - I am disappointed at the in.creasing number of
bisexuals and homosexuals.
MALE, 26 - Sex as a political
weapon, as A. Bryant uses it, may
be detrimental to some at the
moment but in . the long run
enlightens the majority to some
predjudices and gross information
on
· homosexuality
and
heterosexualitv.
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Tonight!

Tonight!
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Susan Groag Bell

call for reserilations

2474226

II four days: December 9 & 10 1

and
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SUNGLASS HU'QTS
Prescription lenses make
from your' old glasses,

Casey Optical Co.

January 6 & 7
,II

~
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(Next dnar to C&etJ Rexall Drug)
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Lomas at Washington 2-55-6329
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ENGINEERING COURSES
FOR NON-ENGINEERS

4<sameday
No Minimum

Employment
_Opp9rtunities'

.

. Call U•At 266-1981
3624 Central SE
.la•t Ea•t Of Carll•le
881·2212
262·1431
Montgomery Plaza
515 Wyoming NE
293·5120
.laan Tabo Shopping Center
.laan Tabo At Montgomery
256-7484
5701 Glbeon Blvd. SE

Openings are now available in nuclear power,
. engineering, aviation, business management,
civil engine~ring ··and nursing. Starting pay
and allow~nce is $12,000. Bonuses in select
fields. Medical and dental care is provided.
For further information call (~5) 766·2335 or
send resume to Navy Information Team, P.O.
Box 8667, Albuquerque, i"M 87108.

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
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No. 651
381401
'the New Mc:rlco Dallu Loh J ~~ nt,,,l,, t,..d
Monday through 'Friday every regUlar week
of the University year and weekly during the
summer sesdon by lhc Board of Student
Publication~ o( tlJC University of New Mexico,

and Is. not financially as..~odaled with UNM.
Second cia~ postage paid at Albuquerque,

New Mexico S7J3I. Subscription rate is

$10.00 for ,the acadcm Jc year,
The opmlons cxprcs.scd on the t.>dilorfal
pages Of 'fhe Daily Lobo are those of tht•
author solely, Umigncd opinion Is that of, thr"

cd!tor/al board of The Dally Lobo. NothJni
.£nntcd In The Dally Lobo necc:ssaril~

In response to a growing need for information on
technology, the College of Engineering is offering the
following courses for non-technical students next semester.
These courses are designed for students In the humanities,
social sciences, arts, and education. Only a minimal
amount of mathematics is used when ·needed to explain
basic principles. All courses are for 3 credit hours and
graduate credit is alloWed except for engineering majors .
Further information may be obtained from the UNM Bullitin
or the Engineering College Office.
Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng

338 • Air Management and the Environ
350 • Transportation and Society
360 • Computers and Society
380 · Applications of Nuclear Energy
383 ·Solar Energy Use
390 - Technology_ Assessment

MWF 12:00 • 1i:50
MWF 10:00 ·10:50
TT 3:30 • 4:45
TT 12:30 · 1:45
TT 6:30. 7:45p.m.
MW MW 4:30 · 5:45

Sweaters, Jeans, T -Shirts-Jackets & Much More.
You Can Buy At Half Price Or Less

Get Your Levis At $6.95
For The Christmas Holidays
Fact. 2nds
We Will Be Open Sundays, llam to 5atn Thru Christmas

We Offer More For less

j
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LOBO Survey Shows
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Women 17-19Conservative

..

!~E=d~it~o~r~i~a_l____~-----

Sexual attitudes among UNM
women between the ages of I7 and
I9 were found to be more conservative ·than those, of older
women, according to a poll of
approximately 500 students.
. Of those women polled, it was

·c;;
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Sex Survey
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scien~ific

NMPIRG Speaks

Overdue Problem
I'm outraged at the UNM library fines. Doesn't $10.50 seem a lot
to pay for three books that were just one week overdue at Zimmerman
Library? At least they could send you a notice that your books are about
to start costing so much I
Q,

A. Last January, the UNM library system instituted a ~ne-year experimental policy in respon!le to stude.nt and fac.ult~ compla1~ts _t~at too
many books were never available. Th1s new policy Included lrm1t111g the
loan period to a month for students and setting heavy fines (50 cents/ day) for overdue books.
The library is now conducting a survey to evaluate this policy. Based
on responses so far, fines may be reduced to 25 cents/day, and the
book loan period to a semester for graduate students. Let them kn?w
your complaints and comments by filling out a survey at the Zimmerman circulation desk. Hurry, because it ends this week.
Your wish for prior notice that books are about to be subject to heavy
fines is well taken. The library claims it cannot afford to send out individual notices, but could alert students if it had a computerized
system. There is a proposal before the New Mexico legislature to
provide the start-up costs for such a system, as well as to buy more
books. We'll keep you posted on its progress.

. P·.s. You'd think that the heavy fines themselves would finance a
notification system. Interestingly, the UNM library system does not get
any direct revenue from library fines. They become part of general
university funds.

LOBO editorial phone 277·56br...

LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edltor·ln-chtet: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Edi!o(; D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editor ·: Koren Walqton
Ad Manager: Frank S:llazar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep•esent a marorlty opinion of the LOBO ed11Nla1
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessatlly reflect the view of the editorial board.
,

LETIERS· Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed With the authors name,

signature ~ddress and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300 'I{Ord~ although exceptions· wll.t be made the toplc warrants so. Only the name of the
aothbr will be printed and names Will not be Withheld.
OPINIONS· Opinions must by typed and signed wlth the author's name, signature, address and tel~phone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 wortls. Only the nam(t
of author wl!f be! printed and names will nof be withheld.
All submiSSfons become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO and will be edltad
only for length or poSSibly llbefous content. If any changes are made, the author will be rr:m·
tacted to ciiscuss changes.
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BY NO MEANS did we try and do a
poll. ':"'e.ma.de.
to survey in all areas of the university and tned to be tndlscnmtnate 1n
handing out the surveys.
.
.
We must stress that our results are not scientific and stones wntten
from the results reflect the• unscientific method of surveying. But we
were not trying to draw conclusions about each and every ~tudent at
UNM. We were trying to find out what some students t~1nk abo~t
today's sexual attitudes. If we surveyed a good cross"sectton, that s
great. If we didn't, that's unfortunate. The survey is what it is.
We do know that those we surveyed were vocal. More than half of
them wrote comments about today's sexual attitudes on the survey.
Those comments are printed on page 3.
THE SURVEY AND THE TOPIC stuck a responsive chord among
students. Of everyone we asked to fill it out, very few refused. Some
eager students even came by our office asking if they could complete
the survey.
.
.
ou~ only wish was that we could have surveyed more students. T1me
and money stood in the way of that. Many respondents commented
that the survey answers were too narrow in scope and di~n't present
enough possible responses. For that, if it's true, we apologize. Most of
us were about three years old the last time the LOBO did a sex survey ..
As always, we invite any response to our survey. If you ~ant 1t
printed however, the best route to take is the old letter-to-the-editor.

lf:~ :~ ~;'% ~:.:t% .~~it :i~~%
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b) subtle. Women of all age groups
said they favored subtle approaches
while most men over 25 preferred
the direct approach.
3. Couples should have sex a) on
the first encounter if they feel like
it, b) wait at least a week, c) wait
until they know they are serious
about each other, and, d) after
marriage. More than half the men
of all age groups felt the first encounter was enough time for a
sexual relationship while one
quarter of the women between 17
and 19 years old said sex should
come after marriage,
4. ·Sex for me is a) for pleasure
only, b) a statement of love for
someone as well as pleasure, c) a
commitment to be loyal to one
person as well as pleasure and a
statement of love and, d) for
reproduction only. Less than one
per cent of women between 20 and
24 believed reproduction was the
purpose of sex. ·
0
5. Extramarital sex is a) always
wrong, b) all right as long as both
i, husband and wife consent, c) all
right if you don't get caught, d) all
l,_
right for the wife but not the
husband. Most of those polled
~ either believed it was wrong or all
right if both persons consented .
There were no women, however,
who believed it was right for the

.................................................. ,................................................,........................................................... ..

~
If man is "a noble experiment" then sexual attitude surveys can't be
Z far behind in nobility as far as the experiment part is concerned.
. "
..;
What we've devoted most of today's issue to is sex. It's somethtng
"' that touches each of our lives, every day of our lives. We're bombarded
with it in commercials, literature, music, and nearly every aspect of
society.
SO WE DECIDED TO SURVEY students to see if the flashy, fleshy
bodies on television were what people really thought sex was all about
~~.
'
While many of the results were surprising, some were not. Its e~sy
to see in some of the responses written on the survey that the equatton
of sex equaling happiness has greatly a.ffec~ed s!udents. Many are
disillusioned and bitter. Others are downnght JUVentle. At any rate, we
are a generation influenced by sports cars, bathing suits and aftershaves.
At the same time we found a great number of persons who seemed
to have a strong 'grip on their sexual and emotional feelings, and
although they had seen the glitter too, they were not overwhelmed by.
't

found that attitudes tended to be
hardly ever, c) occasion!\lly, and, d)
more liberal among older women
never. Most women responded
(see chart this page). _
"never" while the majority of men
The questions asked in the poll" . ·in all age groups said one night
were as follows:
stands were good occasionally.
I. Having intercourse as a one
2. I like women who make sexual
night stand is good a) often, b)· advances which are a) direct, and,

.

"Y'know, when I applied f'this job, it was my understanding that I'd have an OVAL office."
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Carter Confuses
If Carter wants to salvage his conservation program, he'd better
come out swinging for all he's worth .. Although the pol~s show stron.g
support for conservation, people are confused to the potnt of paralysiS
because of the failure to reconcile two conflicting energy
philosophies- one, to hold energy growth to two per c~nt per y~ar
versus industry's drive to remove controls and get ~usy With th.e dnlls
and drag lines. How is it possible to save energy by usrng more of 1t?
IF THE ENERGY PICTURE is clouded, uncertain,· and contradictory; the Carter administration is'largely to blame. Carte'r simply
hasn't projected a tough enough scenario and he hasn't told us all '!"e
need to know in orper to make intelligent decisions between opposing
claims. The American people need, and deserve, to be told the unvarnished truth- that if we continue with historic growth patterns, by
the year 2000 A.D. this fair country will resemble- p~rhaps outdoscience fiction's wildest dreams of the future technological madhouse.
Rigs will be boring away in the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, and
the Gulf of Alaska. Beaches and recreation areas on the seacoasts from
Maine to Florida will have vanished in favor of petro-chemical industries, docks, and storage facilities: Appalachia's mines will have
been reactiviated and new ones opened in the western states. Nuclear
reactors will have become an accepted fact of life. Synthetic gas plants,
supported by government loans, will be in full swing throughout the
land, scattering deadly pollution over agricultural areas and consuming
prodigious quantities of water needed for Irrigating farmlands. By 2000
. A.D. it will be too late to do much to redeem the devastation of our
country.
HOWEVER BLE~K. the foregoing is an accurate picture of what will
certainly happen if we go all out in the exploitation of oil and gas. But
Carter's reliance on coal is nothing to cheer about, either. Because
stripmining is cheaper and quicker than underg~o_und mining, s~ri~
mining is scheduled to produce most the coal- m1lhons of tons of 1t, 1f
industry has its way. Despite the tough strip mining bill Carter recently
signed, Americans should understand that even ~ith safegu~r~s,
stripmining is a total assault on the land. It leaves a fnghtful mess In 1ts
wake. Reclamation of the torn earth is difficult and expensive and in
mountainous country- which is due to feel the major brunt- restoring
the land to its pristine condition is beyond present capabilities.
IN ADDITION, the burning of coal releases highly toxic pollutants·
such as sulphur dioxide and fly ash which are very hard to control.
There are also micro-particles to contend with which, in the present
state of the srt, cannot be filtered out at all. If power plants and industries convert to coal, as Carter wishes, there is no question that
persons with pulmonary problems will be adversely affectea and that
the death rate of such persons will climb sharply. Coal is the dirtiest of
the fossil fuels.
WITH RIGOROUS conservation, however, resource development
can be held to low levels, whether it be natural or syQthetic gas, coal,.
oil, or nuclear power, all of which are fraught with danger to the
ecology and all of which impinge on man's right to be surrounded by
beauty rather than by ugliness. Carter's basic philosophy of buying time
against the day when we will have clean, renewable sources of energy
therefore makes a whole lot of sense. The American people are
evidently willing to back him and perhaps go even further than turning
down the thermostat on the furnace, turning it up on the air conditioner, and making do with cars which require less gasoline. Perhaps,
too they are willing to take a closer look at the enormous quantities of
ene'rgy expended on gewgaws and gimcracks, They might even be
willing to question why they are expected each year to buy ten million
new cars.
ALL ENERGY development exacts its environmental and human toll.
Our aim, therefore, should be to do as little of it as possible. As a
counterpoise to the energy growth enthusiasts, more should be heard
of the philosophy that small is beautiful and that more is not always
better. We need to remember, too, that the more energy we consume,
the less there is is for the developing nations, all of whom must advance
into the industrial age- hopefully beyond it- orperish.
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6. The person I have sex with
must have sex with only me and b)
~:. has made no commitment to have
sex with only me. The poll revealed
that more than half of the men had
made no commitment to one
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Tuesday
KUNM News at 9 am and 5 pm
UP£ News at I, 6, 8, 11 am and 1
and9pm.
10 am and 6 pm: KUNM Personals- Rides offered and animals
lost and found.
7:30 pm: Public Affairs Sydney Lens speaks of the arms
race and of the U.S. defense arsen;l and its ever increasing ):mdget.
9 pm - I am: The Home of
Happy Feet: Folk, bluegrass,
country, western and much more.
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age groups, whosaid they would not
engage in group sex than those who
said they would while a large
protionofthemenstillaren'tsure.
9. Sexual satisfaction is necessary
to make sex enjoyable for me a)
always, b) sometimes and c) never.
The majority of both men and
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What Is A College Imi?
A privately owned, off campus
residence facility with :
* excellent food, no limit
·
* carpeted and air-condi~ior:ed rooms
* all with private or sem1-pnvate baths
* recreation rooms, study lounges
.
* wee~ly maid service in yo'!r room .
* swiin.ming pool, free parking
* apartment style privacy and r'!les
* well maintained, prompt ser~ce
* recently renovated and refurmshed
* good security, social program

Come by and look us over!
Make your spring term
reservations Now
. The
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Child

College
IUD

303 Ash (2 blocks from campus) 243-2881

"I used to be too
uncomfortable to do
much of anything when I
had my menstrual
period. It was like losing
at least three days every
month. Then, last year, I
switched to Tampax
tampons. Now I'm
always on the go:'
·Making every day
count is what Tampax
tampons are all about.
They eliminate chafing,
bulk and bulges. In fact,
once the tampon is properly in place, you can't
even feel it's there.
And Tampax
tampons are uniquely
designed to conform to
individual vaginal contours. Which means
there's less chance of
leakage or bypass.
With Tampax
tampons you get a lot
more days out of the
year. And a lot more fun
out of life.
Tho Internal proteclion more women trust

TAM PAX,,
i<wlpHM

MAD[ {)1\i~Y 8'1'1'AM~AX I~CMI'MATt:.• PALMER. MASS
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oven's
Birthday
Concert

No Christmas season would be complete without a performance of G.F.
H!.lndel's oratorio "The Messiah," artd the combined performing forces of
UNM's music deptartment. They will present this spectacular work Dec. I,
in Popejoy Hall at 8:15p.m.
In their last performance of the semester, the UNM Symphony
Orchestra, Chorus and Concert Choir, conducted by Joel Rosenberg, will
be joined by soloists Donna McCrae, soprano; ·Frances Robertson, alto;
Grant Williams, tenor; and Sean DRniel. bass.

Admission will be $3 for adults, and $1.50 for students and senior
citizens.

ATTENTION.
PREMED STUDENTS:
Full Medical School scholarships
available-Tuition,· Fees, plus $400
per month.
Write Navy Medical Programs
Officer, PO Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM
87108, or call 766-2335.

Engineering Grads
HEY ... Dip You Miss Sperry
Flight Systems Division
When We Were Here?
II you are Interested In an engineering career in A & D,

electronic design, digital and analog, mechanical design
and analysis, electromanical control systems, design
analysis or product development -then we both missed
out.
Sperry Flight Systems Is a high technology growth leader
In the development of automatic flight control systems for
space vehicles and commercial AVIONICS.
We offer a chance to apply your degree in the field of
your choice.
We will be back In the Spring on
February 21
Be sure to sign up in the placement office, or seni:f yqur
resume and unofficial transcript copy to our College
Relations Coordinator, Kay Knott at:

...JL.st=E~Y
l f FLIGHT SYSTEMS
21111 N.19th Avenue

Phoenix, Arizona 85027

An Equal Opportunfty Empfoysr M/F

~~~~~~~~~~;,;;;,;;;,;;;,;;~~~~~~~~~~~~..
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Queen, bringing the news.

Queen
Will Rock You
"News of the World" /Queen/Eiektra tiE-l 12
By GEORGE GESNER
The champions of symphonic rock in their sixth album News oj the
World present somewhat of a departure from their last two albums
bringing in some of the sheer energy from their first two albums Queen I
and Queen II and incorporating some new ideas not easily tied in to
Queen's sound.
·
The album starts the royal tour with a voice anthem called "We Will
Rock You" that is bound to leave one in a trance. One 'journeys through
some nice melodic ballads which Queen has always been known for, but
somehow in their previous works the melodies Were often cluttered with
operatic excesses.
Two songs above the rest spur interest on this LP. "Sheer Heart
Attack," which incidentally is the title of their third album, is a highvoltage rocker that is bound to send shock waves. "Sleeping on the
Sidewalk" is a boogy rocker along the lines of ZZ Top.
·
Best cuts: "We Are the Champions," "Sheer Heart Attack," "All
Dead, All Dead," "Spread Your Wings" and "Sleeping on the Sidewalk."

B

Perhaps in celebration of the
approaching anmversary of
Beethoven's birth, Dec. 16, the next
presentation of the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra will be an allBeethoven concert featuring
. renowned Israeli pianist David BarIllan. Two performances of this
special program will be given, one
on Saturday, Dec. 3 at 8:15, p.m.
and one on Sunday, Dec. 4 at 3
p.m. in UNM's Popejoy Hall ..
Under the baton of Maestro
Yoshimi Takeda, the orchestra will
perform Beethoven's Seventh
Symphony and the overture to
Beethoven's only ·opera, Fidelia.
Also appearing will be the NMSO
Chorus, directed by John Clark, in
two excerpts from the opera.
David Bar-Illan will play
Beethoven's Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No.3, in C minor.
Unparalelled by Beethoven's earlier
piano concertos, the C minor
concerto was ·revolutionary in its
size and scope, and remains one of
the most popular concertos todav.

By ED JOHNSON
'
LOBO Sports Writer
Two key victories enabled the
UNM women's basketball team to
start its season the same way they
hope to end it, as winners.
Friday UNM whipped
tall
University of Colorado team 77-64
and Saturday they took care of the
women from Northern Colorado
(UNC) 65-56.
"We're a much better team than
last year. Maybe we aren't scoring
as powerfully, yet, but we're taking

a

.~
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GET1

FREE

Monday·. Friday

l.j

Su:,an Schuster paced the woman cagers in Colorado with
scores of 8 and 10 points respectively each night.

Friday night at University Arena the instate team 121-82. Tonight,
the UNM .~obo basketball team tfie series, which stands at 18-3 in
· missed breaking the single game UNM's favor, again is resumed.
scoring record by two points
Commenting on Highlands team,
against Idaho.
head coach Norm Ellenberger said,
The record of 121 points in a "They have a whole new look this
game was set last season against the year with 10 lettermen gone. They
team the 'Pack plays host to have some good players out of
tonight, New Mexico Highlands.
Albuquerque like Frankie Olguine
In last year's renewed series game and Trini Salas (both of
with the Cowbovs. UNM blitzed Albuquerque High); but, they're
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Do You Need
Cash?

Wyler
Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look.

20% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
3rd and Tijeras
243-7771
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301

...,

UNCLE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

.
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said.
The next night the Lobes, itching
to get their hands on the ball, began
stealing "sporadically", Marpe
said.
Five women all hitting in double.
figures, provided all the scoring in
the UNC game .

TURQUOISE RINGS*
TURQUOISE EARRINGS*
WEDDING BANDS*

c~~~l;.....

99c

BunERFLY RINGS*
LIGHTNING RINGS*
HEAJlT RINGS
YOUR CHOICE

TURQUOISE&

$.1 49 EA.

COR4LRINGS
HEAAT STAR OIOKERS*

TURQUOISE LW RINGS
YOUlCHOfCE

$3SO

EA.

-

LIQUIDSILVERNECXLAQ '10STRAND .•.•.. $11.95
Blm'ERFLY IRACELn5* . . .... , . , . , ••.... $5.00
MEN'S Rl~* ................. , ....... $4.40
All itaml art Jtorling •il- with 1tobiliud lwql>oilo.
*All s.torred items en not lndkJn mode.

Sundevils Win
Conference Race
After weeks of Western Athletic
Conference teams clubbing each
other to death, a victor emerged
from the WAC ranks to represent
the conference in the Dec. 25 Fiesta
Bowl in Tempe, Ari.
The Arizona State Sundevils will
have the home field advantage as
they play host to the Penn. State
Nittany Lions on Christmas Day.
The 'Devils emerged as WAC
champs via their 24-7 trouncing of
state rival Arizona Friday night in
Tempe.
The Sundevils of head coach
Frank Kush ended the 1977 season
with an overall 9-2 record and 6-1
WAC mark. The loss lowered the
Wildcats mark to 4-7 and 3-4 in th~
league.
In other WAC games over the
weekend, runnerup Brigham Young
Univ. drubbed Texas-E) Paso 68-19
and New Mexico .stomped Utah 4124
The Miners jumped out to an
early 13-7 lead but the Cougars
roared back to post the record
scoring win.
New Mexico scored . four first
quarter touchdowns and was never
threatened again to post a win over
the Utes Satr•<lay night in
Albuquerque.

In the two nonconference games
over the weekend, the WY.oming
Cowboys were coralled by the
Lousiana State Tigers 66-7 and
Colorado State was victorious over
Utah State 13-10.

young."
Also out of Albuquerque is Rio
Grande star Monty'Gresham.
"Jim Connors (also from AHS)
is a good leaper," Ellenberger said,
"We can't take them lightly. Every
game is going to be very special for
us this year."
Highlands coach Casey Martinez
will enter the pit with a handful of
New Mexico high school products.
They include Ray Baca of Bernalillo High, ex Lobo Gordon
Robinson of Santa Fe St.
Michael's, and Pete Campos of
Mesa Vista High.
Ellenberger will go with the same
fire power that has outscored
opponents by 98 points in two
games.
Game time is 7:35 p.m. and the
Arena doors will open at 6:30p.m.

Next year·
you could be on
a scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays
your tuition and gives you $100 a month allowance. And it picks up the tab for books and lab
fees, as well.
After college, you'll receive a commission in the
P..ir Force . . . go on to additional, specialized
training ... as you get your star.t as an Air Force
officer. There'll be good pay.and responsibility,
and lots of other benefits ... and a great opportunity to serve your country.
.Jt all starts right here - in college - in the Air
Force ROTC. Look us up ... see what we have to
offer, and show us what you can offer In return.

Ccntact: 'The Department of Aerospace Studt'!~
1901 Las Lomas N.E. 277-4230
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Quick Jean Rostermondt lead the
Lobes in scoring against Colorado
with 19 points, while senior Patty
Howell tied Moreland for team
honors against UNC with 16.
Moreland said, "I didn't really
think I played that well,
"I wasn't doing anything really
wrong, it's just I wasn't doing
anything right either," she said.
Susie Schuster was credited with
eight points Friday night and 10
points the following night but she
really shined with seven assists
against UNC.
Marpe said, "You don't always
have to score to play a good game."
Moreland said, "I don't think
how much I score is relative to how
good I play. I took advantage of my
height (6-4) against UN C.''
"I could conceivably play better
and score more," she said.
UNM outrebounded Colorado
by about 20 boards despite the'
Lady Buffs having three women
over 6-feet.
"We were crashing the boards,
which is what we're going to have
to do all year long. We've reached
one of our goals," Marpe said.
Against Colorado, the Lobo
press caused the Lady Buffs to have
all kinds of problems bringing the
ball up court.
"They were taking 15 seconds to
bring the ball upcourt. We never
really saw their offense," Marpe

'Pack Entertains Highlands

1.

5:00. 9:00

Boogie To:

better shots," Lobo coach Kathy
Marpe said.
·
Against Colorado, the Lady
Buffs opened up a 20-11 lead in the
first 10 minutes before UNM woke
up and grabbed a 39-36 half-time
-lead.
Center Carol Moreland and
Marpe both agreed that the lag was
due to the nervousness of playing
their first game of the season.
Moreland ripped the net for 18
points against Colorado and for 16
· against UNC.
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Attabal'sByGarden
a Delight
ROBERT SPIE(;EL

Haircut and Style
And Body
Wave
With
Student
lD
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Women Cagers Capture Wins

.

Once again, the Vortex Theater has presented an excellent production of
a recent, serious play. Fernando Arrabal's Garden of Delights, directed
and designed by David Richard Jones, is a lively, highly imaginative and
sometimes disturbing journey into the mind of a sensitive young woman
unable to come to grips with her life.
The play centers around Lais, an orphan who grew up in a strict catholic
orphanage. She has become a famous actress and has secluded herself with
a hairy beast, Zenon, who satisfies her sexual fantasies, and a herd of
sheep. The action of the drama centers on her flashbacks which reflect her
growing problems and her present state of confusion over her religious
background and her obsession with sensual desires. Unable to reconcile the
two, Lais swings from fits of abandon to periods of despair.
Director Jones keeps Lais as the focus of the play. The absurd elements,
under his direction, play a supportive role to the unveiling of Lais'
character. The relationship between the characters is always clearly
defined, complex as it are. And Jones knows when to add comic relief to
the frightening areas of Lais' traumas.
Jones also ~cored in his casting. Marilyn K. Pittman as Lais is wonderful. She captures the diverse personality traits of this intelligent and
sensitive woman. And though Lais does not have a coherent, cohesive
personality, Pittman projects the sense a whole character which keeps Lais
credible. Tom Maze as Zenon, the wholly beast, is tender and loving. Maze
brings this simple creature to life. Byran Burdick as Miharca, Lais' teacher
in the world of fantasy and desire, is very strong. His presence is always
both threatening and fascinating. And Elizabeth Scott does a fine job of
capturing Telae, Lais' childhood friend who returns to torment Lais on the
·night of her greatest triumph as an actresses.
The Garden oof Delights offers a view of a woman in an extreme
situation, but the emotions and conflicts involved are easily relative to our
own lives. And though the play has been tagged "about woman " the
. are human. The Garden of Delights will
' be
problems struggled with
presented at the Vortex on Dec. 2, 3, 4, and 9, 10, II at 8 p.m.
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Makers of Hand Made
lnd;an Jewelry
TOWN

and apply for a quota to serve. as an Air Force pilot,
navigator missile launch officer, scientific & technical
engineers, or one of the many other management
specialties.
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The Super Heater
Special

:

•
:
•
•

Sundae and get the second one at Half Price when you
present this ad. You and a friend will love selecting three
favorite scoops of ice cream topped with lots of rich creamy
hot fudge. There is NO better way to warm you up on these
cool fall days.

•
•
•
•
•

•••
•: You buy the first Baskin-Robbins Super Heater Hot Fudge :•

•

~:

/ BASKm-nOBBmS (i~i\)
ICE CREAM STORE .,. . . . . . ,. .~..-,,

•

~:

••
•••
2102 Central S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
••
•••e
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

@Baskin-Robbins 1973 Printed In U.S.A.
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R~~es: l~c pet wotd pet
5 gr mcir~ consecutive

do.y, Jl ~lnlmum.
do.ya,
·

9c per word per-do.y
(no refunds If co.nceoled beiore 5 '"s~ttlons) •
r ...... «Uh In advnnc•.
Dendiln•• 12 noon fo1 n•xt da.9'• pap11r Mo.tlon Ha.ll ,.,, 105
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PEF!SONALS

0
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2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF i11 the Peace Corps. Ortega 233 .
277-5907.
fs
FOUND; ~eys in parking lot, south of Band~ier
Hall. Cla1m Mmon Hall, Rm, 105,
12/1

tion, sterilization, abortion. Right .to Choose, 2940171.
l/9
0 Special drink prices tllrough the cocktail hour at
u
Ned's.
11/29
:><
Q)
CONTACTS?7 Polishing & solutions. Casey Oplical
~ Company, 255-8736..
QA TYPING' SERVICE. A complete typing and
tfn
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
SUNLAND
ALBUQUERQUE
MAGAZINE
seeks
~
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125.
12/2
human Interest stories; fiction, poetry, art work,
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now,
photographs concerning history, cultures, present
1>0~
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn
lifestyles of Southwest, Contact Henry Woodall,
0
01)
265-8170 or Kathy Thompson, 821-4171. Mailing
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564.
fs
<'0
address: 1816 Kirby Court, Albuquerque, N.M,
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega233. 277-5907. fs
0.. 871 )2.
12/2
TYPING, lsi quality, 883·7787.
tfn
SKATEBOARD CITY has a full line of boards
RELIABLE TYPING. 60c per page. 881-7546. 1212
trucks, wheels, safetY gear, & many accessories.
OPEN 12·5 p.m. weekdays, 11·5 p.m. Saturday.
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric), and
106 Morningdside NE, 255-4336.
ll/29
of course, copies, 268-8515.
1211
SANDIE, I think you're the sweetest. most lovable
TYPING, EDITING, 266-4567.
!2/:!
1100
girl! know. Stewart.
TUTORING FOR SPANli;:H ~tudcnts by native
SKATEBOARD CITY CONTEST, Sunday Dec. 4th,
speaker. Call242-\1469.
12/2
11·3 p.m. 106 Morningside NE. Call ror Information, 255-4336,
1212
Hobbil puzzles, puppets, stuffed 1oysl For children
of all ages In the UNM Bookstore's Gift Depart·
mcnt.
12/1
SHALAKO INN lla~ dcl\tXe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down
CHRISTMAS CARDS - Spanish & English greet- .
Central available, Apartment includes modern
ings-the UNM Bookstore Gift Department.l2/2
kitchen. Lounge, res1aurant & swimming pool on
NON-SMOKERS' CLUB-897-0131,
12/2
premises. 12901 Central NE. 299-0434,
1212
SILMARILLION - the last Tolklen - al UNM
ONE
BLOCK
TO
UNM.
Delu~e I bedroom, twin or
Bookstore.
11/29
double beds. $185.00, Varsity House, 141
WACKA·WACKA- Kllban's CAT calendar 1978
ColumbiaSE, 258..0525.
12/1
- UNM Bookstore.
11129
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls are
ALBUQUERQUE'S SANITY NEEDS YOU!
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
1211
PLEASE sign decriminalization petition.
plus comfort and economy in housing and food ser·
vicellnqllire: La Posada 201, w~ckdays 9-4, oreall
RENE& PAUL: Please don't tell Kathy, UNM Pool
12/2
277·2606.
I /25
WANT TO BUY ping-pong table. Call Turid, 266·
2 ROOMMATES WANTi!D to share 3 bedroom
house with big yard, $62.00/month plus utilities &
0130,
11/29
deposits. Call Elisabeth, 247·2746.
1212
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Bicycling distance from
UNM. Pets wr,lcomc. Rent Is approximately
$60.00/month. Call George, 242-9219 after S.
Location- 1120 Duena Vista SE,
1212
3 BLOCKS TO UNM. Fenced privacy, I bedroom,
Guaranteed or Variable
kids, pets. $130.00, no lease. Valley Rentals, 2621751.$30,00 fcc.
12/2
SUPER CLEAN I bedroom, Watklo UNM. $125.00,
garage included. Valley Rentals, 262-1751. $30.00
fee.
12/2
BIKE TO CLASS, Delightful 2 bedroom; kids, pets
fine. $135.00. Valley Rentals, 262·1751. $30.00 fee.
12/2
AVAILABLE NEXT SEMESTER roomy I
bedroom. Close to class, just $125.00. Valley
Rentals, 262·1751. $30.00 fee.
12/2
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 3 bedroom
luxury NE Heights house. Sl40.00. 294-7462. 1212
3 BEDROOM, YARD, DEN, sun room; $280.00.
265·2403, 5·6 p,m,
11/30
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Excellent food (no
limit). Private and double rooms. Maid service. 303
Ash NE, 243-2881.
. 11/29

.....

3.

SERVICES

z

4.

HOUSING

Tax-sheltered
Annuities

Helen Dahl
New England Life

265-7743

5.

FORSALE

MAXELL UD C·90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week, Firefly,
Box 7583, 87104. 256-1495.
1212
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987.
1/27
EKTA·SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR. Never
used, $250.00 for both. Call265-4836.
11/30
BED, BRAND NAME- SEALY. Good condition,
$25.00. Call before 9 a.m. or after .5:30 p.m. 294·
6635.
11/29
STEREO one-year-old. KENWOOD PIONEER - DUAL, !:ike new. Warranty. Cost
$835.00 new; $425.00, or offer. 420 Espanola SE,
Apt. A.
11/29
1966 CHEVROLET SiAT! ON WAGON. $250.00 or
. best offer. Call between I and 6 p.m. 266·3019.
11/29
STEREO SPEAKERS & AMPLIFiER & tuner,
$175.00. Cannon 200mm lens - excellent con·
dition. $180.00.255-3122.
11/30
1969 VW. Good condition, clean Interior. Good tires,
runs good. Nice lookinR little car, 869-2951. 11/30

··tk?J:J
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Move up •••
fly Marine.•
Stand our hot F-4 Phantom on its tail and jet into
the stratosphere. If you're
in college now and want
to fly, we can get you off
the ground. Our PLC Air
Program guarantees flight
school after basic training. If you qualify, we can
put you in the air before
college graduation. with
free civilian flying lessons.

Talk with the USMC Officer
Selection Team in the SUB
November 29 & 30 or call

766·2816.

1976 CHEVY MONZA. Great car. S)udcnl must$ell.
Call345·9353.
12/1
PIPES! Finest smokables in classic shapes and bold
frecforms. We have the pipes and the tobacco to
put In them. Ask about. our usetl straitgralns. Pipe
& Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell SE.
12/1
BICYCLE TIRES, thorn-resistant tubes: all sizes on
sale. 266-1611, Richmond Bicycle Supply.
1212
MOVING! Potter's kickwhecl, $90.00; dishwasher,
$190.00; room size rugs- br!lwn, $40,00, orange,
$35.oq. 255-4039, 26&-9256
1212
1976 FLUTE. Excellent condition, B, Cordova, 2774646; 345·9360.
1212
WOOD BURNING STOVE, $75.00. 268·3779. 12/2
BAVARIAN CREAMPUFF. 1969 BMW 1600, 294·
7462,
12/2
NAZI DAGGER - 1937 Luftwaffe, General's. 294·
7462.
12/2
SINGER MACHINE, ~ig-zag, ma~es buuonholes,
overcast, blind hems without attachments, Pay
$24.00 and take machine, 268-4393,
12/2
BRAND NEW color Sony Trinitron television; lefl hi
layaway, Sig s"rt~li, 11:w guarantee. Take over
12/2
payments of$7,88 per month. 266·5872,
SANSUI STEREO, unclaimed freight. Big speakers,
deiu~e IUrnt~ble, tape player, Assume payments
$7,82 per mon)h. 266-5872.
·
1212
NEW 1978 Kirby Classic 111 and attachments, new
warranty. Take over payments $7.00 per month.
268-4394.
12/2
UP TO $300.00 off on any Pioneer complete stereo
system till Christmas- also layaways, 268-4393.
12/2
ONE PAIR BOSE SOl speakers; demos, 5-year warranty, usually $180.00 each, now $109.00, Two pair
Dose 901 II speakers; trade-in, !-year warranty,
$449.00/pair. Also new Bose 901 Ill's,
$765.00/pair. Hi·Fi Hause; 3011 Monte Vista NE,
near triangle. 255-1694.
11/30
PRECISON • MACHINIST'S vertical milling machine, Well's index model 40, 8" x 34" table,
$1600.00. Hallet's Bicycles, 843·9378. Save and re·
cycle this ad.
12/2
1969 BMW 2002; 25 mpg, runs good- $1,195.00.
242-2130.
12/2

6.

TRAVEL

RillE }'OR 2 wanted: Boston/NYC, mld·December,
share usual, 242~452
1212
N.Y. STATE: riders/drivers wanted. Leaving Dec.
21, returning Albuqu~rquc Dec. 25. Share expenses
& possible U·Haul. 242-6452.
12/2

8.

We offer all three in generous amounts to everyone who Joins our staff.
Our tiusiness Is life Insurance which Is a useful, satisfying career. Since John tiancock
creates our policies, you'.ll be working with the best, selling the best.
Chances for advancement go as far as your abilities. No Insurance background Is
necessary:W_e'lltraln and pay you at the same time.
If you'd like to be known tor the company you keep In our community. Just call or write
us. We're an equal opportunity employer.

flobert Cisneros, C·L·U·
5260 Montgomery Blvd. NE
881·9810

tftn;Y£,~
Mutudl Life Insurance Company

Shop where your
busine.ss is appreciated·
1 0°/o off with U.N.M. ID
Old Town Plaza
S.E. Corner
242:-4661
)

Plaza Primorosa
Mexican leather, Tile,
Pottery, incense and baskets

Plaza Indian Trading Post
Handmade Indian Jewelry,
Pottery and Taos Moccasins

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277·5907.
fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours Ocxible. Call S.I.A., 242·5261.
12/2
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage. Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr. Walter &
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply in person, Coronado Center. Part or full
time, day or night shifts.
1211
TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay·ln·
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clerk-typists. Pay: $2.30/hr. •
$4.28/hr. Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Em·
player.
12/2
PART TIME stockers - clerks, must be over 21.
Graduate students only. Apply in person. Save-way'
Llq!lor Stc.res, 5704 Lomas Blvd, I' ·: 5516 Menual
Blvd. NE.
12/2
WAITRESS NEEDED for lunch. EnthUsiastic,
pcrsonabl~ individual will make bucks. Apply in·
person at Mr. Steak, 1400 San Pedro NE.
II /29
GOING HOME TO L.A. for the holidays? Make
$50.00 • $100.00 selling picture film at parade.
Tournament of Roses Film Sales, Inc., (213) 242·
12/2
1992or242·1915
BABYSIITER NEEDED, 4·5 days per week for four
children. $40.00 starting bee. 13. 881·0656.
12/2

7.

PRESTIGE· PAY· POTENTIAL·

MISCELLANEOUS

I AM LOOKING for a 1970 or 1971 Dalsun 240-Z.
Contact Gary King weekdays after 5 p.m. at 2966515.
• 1212.
CLASSIFIED ADS will close on Friday Dec. 2nd at
4:30 p.m; and will reopen for business on January
9th at 8:30 a.m. Ads placed by Friday noon, Dec.
2nd, will run once in the LOBO Welcome nack
issue on January 9th. Next possible publication
date for classifleds is January I 6th.
1212

OPTICAL

TDDAY'S CRDSSWDID PUZZLB

' 51 Bakery Item
52 Objects
1 Aches
UNITED Feature Syndicate
54 Greedy
6 Fleeting
people
Monday's Puzzle Solved·
trace
58 Basic core
A
S
L E 'G E R 8 E S E T
ID
10 Miner's nail
59 The present r s T AT 0 N
E E XT RA
14 Messenger
time
15 Aleutian
lc
H
E
S
T
0
L
D
TARRy
61 Short for
Island
T
E
N
T
H
S
A
W
A
CE
Eleanor
16 Suitable
62 Ending with A N 5 A M E R I T~A F T
moment
BNA GNU OMAR
inland pret
1 7 Condition
63 Sicilian
TABLET EERY LI E
18 Judge
•
province
A R R E S 1 S S KA T E R S
19 Shortly
64 Pretense
B E Ellliil P S E LA T E S
20 Renter
65 Consumes
ONAN
NAP YES
.
22 Distantly
66 Crucifix
RAKE GNATS TASS
24 Live wildly
67 Excessive
F E W I T E F E NC E
26 Mocks
E VA D E
AT Av I S T I C '
27 --------to:
DOWN
Worthy of
L I 5 L E IR IE IS I N I~ 0 IT
1 Gnat, e.g.
31 ResinM E T E D ID IR IE lA D- :A N IY
2 Poker stake
secreting
23 Toward the
section
3 Novelist---Insect
mouth
44 Smelting
Turgenev
32 Strained
25 Idaho's ----products
4 Affidavit
soup
Range
46 Machine
takers
33 Subdued
27 Narrative
part
5 Granular
35 Calendar
poem
47 E. German
igneous
abbr.
28 Without
river
rock
38 Bad day lor
clothing
48 Soda-brine
6
Compressed
Caesar
29 Trap aloft
deposit
ball
39 Penetrated
30 Took
49 Sleep on a
7
Roman
road
40 Make hay
chances
perch
8 Equine
bundles
34 Earn
50 Culture:
9
Thrashed
41 Letter
35 Have need
Prefix
10 Motionless
42 Of sounder
36 If not
53 Oriental
11
Was'
mind
37 Transfer
prefix
unhappy
43 Meaning
property
55---- Canal
1
2
Soap
plant
44 Time period:
39 Racketeer
56 Demolish:
13 French
Abbr.
40 Defeats: 2
Var.
patron
saint
45 Laid down
.words
57 Bandleader
21
Airline
for
the law
42 Math. term
----Fields
Toledo
47 Outlandish
Orchestra
60
cted
ACROSS
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Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

Quality Eye-wear
1410-A Wyon1ing Blvd. NE
(Wyoming and Constitution)

Phone: 29'6-6757
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5:30
Sat.lO:OOto 1:00
Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

..

